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Abstract.
The adaptability of the motor system to both visual and force perturbation has been clearly demonstrated by experiments on adaptation to
prismatic shifts of the visual scene or by adaptation to force-fields
produced by a robotic manipulandum. While these experiments demonstrated the remarkable adaptability of the motor system, in the real
world the adaptive system has to take account of the inherent uncertainty
of the environment it interacts with. Two sources of uncertainty have to
be considered: the uncertainty associatedwith sensory feedback and the
uncertainty arising from the fact that the environment can change. These
different forms of uncertainty give rise to constraints on how sensory
and contextual information must be integrated over time in order to op-

timally updatean adaptivecontrol system.We treat motor adaptationas .
a system identification problem of inferring an internal model of the
environment from noisy observations, using the example of a simple
linear system and extend this idea to include contextual information.
Bayesian theory provides a framework in which such uncertain sources
of information can be integrated optimally. We briefly discuss experimental results for the role of contextual information on adaptation to
dynamic loads and review a number of recent experiments that explicitly
addressthe issue of adaptation to noisy and time-varying environments.
Key words: motor adaptation, motor learning, Bayesian inference, nonstationary environment, context, Kalman filter.
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INTRODUCTION
On a typical day, one could ride a bike to work, walk up the stairsto
the office, write down a quick note, type on a keyboard,usea computer
mouseand maybeplaya gameof squashin the evening.What all these
activities have in common is that they can be performed without any
consciousawarenessof the complicatedunderlying problem of producing the correct motor output given sensoryinformation and a representation of the goal of the movements.They all involve different relationshipsbetweensensoryinputs and motor outputs, or sensory-motor
mappings,related to the different objectsand environmentswe interact
with. To complicatethe matter further, thesemappingsare not fixed but
can vary in time either predictably or in a random fashion: during a
gameof squash,musclepropertieschangedue to fatigue; or we might
haveto deal with gusty side winds which will certainly introducea random componentin our bike ride home. This posesthe dual questionof
how the motor system can adapt our behavior to a seeminglyinfinite
numberof dynamicalenvironmentsand how we deal with the inherently
noisy andtime-varyingcharacteristicsof our world.
Since von Helmholtz observedthat humanscould adaptto displacementsof the visual sceneinducedby wearingspectaclesfitted with a set
of wedgeprisms (Helmholtz, 1925),the adaptabilityof the humanmotor
systemhas fascinatedresearchers.A great numberof experimentshave
been performed using the prism paradigm (see Welch, 1986, for a
review) and more recently using computeraided set-ups(Ghahramani,
Wolpert, & Jordan, 1996; Vetter & Wolpert, 2000b), testing the adaptability of the visuo-motormap. The adaptabilityof the visuo-motormap
is thoughtto be crucial to keepthe externalworld aligned with internal
coordinateframes(Bedford, 1999),and probably explainsthe easewith
which we canperform taskslike usinga computermouseon our deskto
control a cursor on the screen.
While visuomotor adaptationto visual rearrangements
hasbeenstudied for over a century, most of the aboveexamplesof possibleactivities
during a typical day illustrate the importanceof adaptationto environmentsor objectswith different dynamicalproperties(e.g., inertia). This
form of sensori-motoradaptationhas begun to be explored more recently using programmablerobotic manipulandito perturb the hand's
trajectory while subjects reachedto targets displayed Qn a computer
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screen. Many studies have investigatedhow such a novel dynamic
system is learned using position, velocity and accelerationdependent
perturbations(Flash & Gurevich, 1997; Sainburg,Ghez, & Kalakanis,
1999; Shadmehr& Mussa-Ivaldi, 1994). This adaptationhas been
explainedby assumingthat the motor systemforms an internal modelof
the perturbation to compensatefor the perturbationsin a predictive,
feed-forwardfashion. More recentlythis picture hasbeencomplemented
by demonstratingthe important role of rapid feedbackloops for adaptation to dynamicloads(Bhushan& Shadmehr,1999;Wang, Dordevic,&
Shadmehr,2001).
Given that we interact with an extremely large number of different
and, usually, noisy and time-varyingdynamicalenvironments,how can
we learn, store and recall internal models for numerous dynamic
situations?Somestudieshave investigatedthe role of time (Conditt &
Mussa-Ivaldi, 1999)and of contextualcues(Gandolfo, Mussa-Ivaldi,&
Bizzi, 1996)in the acquisitionof internal models for multiple dynamic
situations,but adaptationto non-static,time-varying environmentshas
only been studied recently (Korenberg& Ghahramani,2002; Scheidt,
Dingwell, & Mussa-Ivaldi, 2001; Takahashi, Scheidt, & Reinkensmeyer,2001)and lacks a theoreticalframework.
In this work we will developa probabilisticallyconsistentframework
that combinesestimationof time varying parameters,reflecting changes
in the properties of the environment,with the influence of contextual

cues.The problemis approached
by interpretingmotor learningas a .
systemidentification problem, using information about past experience,
as well as the context, to infer a controller that resultsin the desiredperformance.We will review resultsfrom dynamicperturbationstudiesthat
investigatethe role of contextualfrom a Bayesianperspectiveand interpret the results of studies that investigateadaptationto noisy, timevarying environmentsin our framework.
BAYESIAN INFERENCE FOR MOTOR ADAPT ATION
Motor adaptation and the delta rule
Abstractly, the role of the motor systemis to produce motor commandsthat achievea given goal. In this 'view, the motor systemis describedby a function, or internal model, F that mapssensoryfeedbacks
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to an output 0 (e.g., a motor command) such that as a result the goal is
achieved,
°t = F(w,sJ,

(1)

where the subscripted index t indicates that both 0 and s are a function
of time. 0 is the output of the adaptive controller, for example a force
compensating for an external perturbation, and s is any sensory information or history thereof, efference copy or state of mind relevant to producing o. If we assume that the desired output o' is known, the goal of
adaptation can be reduced to minimizing a measure E of the difference
between desired and actual output of the system by tuning the parameters w. Often the square error is a convenient choice for E:

E= !

L

2 t

(Ot.~

(2)

or>2

E can then be minimized by taking small steps in the direction of decreasing E using gradient descent, which results in the well-known delta
rule for updating w:
wnew

aE= Wold = Wold - 7]dW
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or>

aF
. dW

(3)

In the remainder of this paper we will assume that F is scalar and
linear in w; in particular we chose:
°t=w'St
(4)
This emphasizes the qualitative conclusions we would like to point
out and we will mention the extension to the general n-dimensional and
non-linear case in the discussion. Although this is an extremely simplified model of adaptation, it can capture the basic traits of simple
adaptation experiments, for example, state based adaptation to a viscous
force field that depends on the hand's velocity (Thoroughman &
Shadmehr, 2000). In this example o' corresponds to the force required
to compensatefor the force field, 0 is the actual force output of an adaptive controller implemented by the motor system and the relevant sensory variable s corresponds to the velocity of the hand. The assumptions
of linearity lead to the simple update rule:
wnew = Wold + 7] . (Ot*-

or>

. st

(5)

This form of the delta rule makes intuitive sense for changing the
parameters W of the adaptive system, since it correlates the sensory input
with the resulting error in the output. This gives it a biologically plausible interpretation as Hebbian learning between sensory neurons and
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neuronsencodingan error signal. The learningrate 17in this description
is a free parameterthat has to be set by hand, which is fine as long as
we are only interestedin reproducinga certain experimentallyfound
adaptivebehavior. There are howeversomeconceptualissueswith this
approach:First the learning rate 17has the wrong units for a learning
rate, which in our definition of the updaterule shouldbe dimensionless;
instead17has to be in units of the squaredinverseof the units of s for
Eq. (5) to be dimensionallyconsistent.Since 17representsa parameter
controlling neural plasticity, it is awkwardfor it to dependon detailsof
how the peripheral signals are represented(in particular their magnitude). Second,when adaptingto anon-stationary,time varying environment, there is a principled constrainton how to set 17.Both theseissues
will be addresses
in the next two sections.

Motor adaptation and systemidentification
In the previous sectionwe discussedmotor learning from a perspective of function approximation.The problem of inconsistentdimensions
of the training signal is due to the choice of gradient descentas an
optimization techniqueand there are alternativeoptimizationmethods,
suchas Newton's rule, which alsohavea nice biologically plausibleand
intuitive interpretation (Kawato, Furukawa, & Suzuki, 1987). On the
other hand, the secondproblem of how to set the learning rate 17in a
time-varyingenvironmentis not addressedin the function approximation
framework. To addressthis question,we will rephrasethe motor learning problemin terms of systemidentification,meaningthat we will look
at the motor learneras a dynamicalsystemdescribedby an internal state
variable (the adaptivecoefficientsw). In systemidentification, a model
is identified by feeding a signal (e.g., white noise) to the systemand
observingthe output. To apply this idea to motor learning, we assume
that the adaptivesystemmodelsthe environment(in our sImpleexample
with a linear system)by identifying the statew that would result in the
desired behavior, given the assumedmodel. In this view adaptation
consistsin inferring (identifying) an estimatew of the "true" coefficients
w that would on averageresult in the desired output Ot.. Given the
simple output function in Eq. (4), and allowing for the fact that control
signalsare corruptedby noise(assumedto be Gaussian)the underlying
modelis:
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°t' = Wt' St +

where4

4; 4

- N(O,o-;)

(6)

- N (0,0-;) meansthat the noise4 is Gaussiandistributed

with mean 0 and variance 0-;. The desired output °t' is either available
internally as a desired trajectory or directly from sensory input (i.e., the
sensedexternal force which needs to be compensated), as is the sensory
feedback St. We can therefore rewrite Eq. (6) in a more general form by

definingy = °t' / Sf:

Yt= Wt+ 4; 4

- N (O,ay1

(7)

We can see that in this form Y is simply an observation of the state of the
environment, corrupted by Gaussian noise. Although we started with a
relationship between desired output and a model of the environment, Eq.
(7) is a general observation model, capturing the fact that the motor
system receives noisy sensory information about the environment.
Since we are interested in analyzing the more general case of a timevarying environment, we need to capture how the state of the environment W evolves with time. We again chose a very simple model assuming that the state of the environment drifts randomly (modeled by a
random walk with Gaussian input noise). Although we choose this very
simple model for simplicity, constantly drifting or decaying dynamics
are equally easy to implement within the linear framework.
Wt+1 = Wt

+ Xt; Xt - N (0, aw2)

(8)

where aw2, the variance characterizing the random walk, models how
fast the environment changes. A small value of aw2 means that only
small changes are likely to occur from one time step to the next and as a
result W will drift slowly over time, while an environment characterized
by a large aw2 varies erratically from one time step to the next.

If the sensoryobservations
wouldbe noisefree (i.e., £5 = 0 in Eq.

(7», then inferring W would be trivial, since W = y. However, in the
presence of noise it becomes necessaryto average sensory feedback y in
order to obtain a reliable estimate of w. This can be done online as
sensory information arrives:
wI

= WI-1 +K.(YI

-WI-I)

(9)

where K is a dimensionless learning rate setting the effective number of
observations being used in the averaging. The first observation about
Eq. (9) is that unlike the delta rule, this update equation is dimensionally
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correct, and correspondsin fact to stochasticonline versionof Newton's
methodfor optimizing w given the modelof Eq. (7).
SettingK for inferring the stateof a time-varyingenvironmentfrom
noisy sensoryfeedbackinvolvesa trade-off betweenthe amountof noise
in the estimate,and the ability to track the changesin the environment.
Setting K to a small value will lead to good noise-rejection,as each
individual observationcontributesonly very little to the estimate,so that
the estimatoris effectively averagingover many observations(or equivalently a long time scale). On the downside, since for small Keach
observationhas little effect on the estimate,a lot of observationsare
necessaryto "convince" the estimatorthat a large changehas occurred
in the environment,or in other words the long time scaleof averaging
preventsthe estimatorfrom following rapid changesin the environment.
Converselya large value of K will result in an estimatorthat can respondto rapid changes,but will be muchmore variable.In summarythe
best setting of K should be large enoughto track the changesin the
environment,while rejectingas muchnoiseas possible.This trade-off is
K too small
... . ...
,

K just right
.,. . '..
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Figure 1. Thetrade-off betweennoise rejectionand responsiveness. When inferring a parameterw from noisy observations(dots) using online
averagingover time t (Eq. (9» a small learning rate K (top left panel) results
in an estimate (gray line) with low noise but which does not follow the
underlying "true" time courseof w (black line). Conversely,if K is too large
(bottom left panel), the estimateis very noisy. There exists an optimal setting
of K (top right panel), that minimizesthe estimationerror by trading off noise
rejectionand responsiveness.
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illustrated in Figure 1 which shows the behavior of an estimator
describedby Eq. (9) for an environmentwhich has slowly varying state
andnoisy observations.
Can the intuition about this trade-off betweenconsistencyand responsivenessof the adaptive system be captured in a mathematical
frame-work?In the next sectionwe will discusshow this questioncan
be addressedon a generallevel by consideringthe probability distributions over sensoryfeedbackand the resulting estimate.For the caseof a
system with linear dynamicsand Gaussiannoise these considerations
lead to the Kalman filter (Kalman, 1960), which implementsonline
averaging(Eq. (9» optimally. In addition to setting K in a principled
way by taking account of the variability of the estimateand sensory
feedback,the Kalman filter also incorporatesthe information from a
predictive model (Eq. (8» of the likely evolution of the state. This
results in the optimal linear estimatorin the sensethat it results in the
estimatewith maximalposteriorprobability (MAP estimate),which also
minimizesthe squaredestimationerror.
Optimal inference and the Kalman filter
The dependencerelationshipsimplied by Eq. (7) and (8) can be
compactlysummarizedin the graphicalmodel shownin Figure 2. This
graphrepresentsthe internal modelthe motor systemis assumedto have
built of the environment.The environmentor object the motor system
interactswith is representedby the hidden parameterwand causesthe
observedsensationy (see Eq. (7» as indicatedby the direction of the
arrow. In addition the arrows betweensuccessivestatesw representthe
dependence
of won previoustime steps,given by Eq. (8).
The goal of the adaptivesystemis to calculatethe bestestimateof Wt
given all previous sensoryfeedbackYt...o(i.e., all instancesof sensory
feedbackYt from the current time step '£ = t back to the first time step '£
= 0). To find an optimal estimatethe system needsto computethe

posteriorprobabilitydistributionof the stategivenall sensoryfeedback,
P(Wt I Yt...o),which can be calculatedin terms of the distribution of the
estimategiven previous sensoryfeedbackP(Wt I Yt...o)(the prior over
states),and the distribution of the current sensoryfeedbackP(yt I wr)
(the likelihood of observingsensoryfeedbackY given that the true state
of the environmentat time t is wr) using Bayesrule (seeAppendix):
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I Wt) . P(Wt I Yt-l...O)

(10)

The horizontalarrows in Figure 2 showus that the currentvalueof W
dependsonly on its value at the previous time step and the transition
probability P(Wt I Wt-V. The predicted distribution of W based on
previous feedback,P(Wt I Yt-l...O),can thereforebe found by averaging
over the likely developmentof all possiblevalues of the previous parameterWt-l, weightedby their posteriorprobabilities:

I

P(Wt Yt-l...O) =

JP(Wt I Wt-l) . P(Wt-ll

Yt-l...o) dWt-l

(11)

Eq. (10) and (11) result in recursive formulas for updating the prior
probability

P(Wt

I Yt-l...O)to give the posterior P(Wt I Yt...o)at each time

step. Given the linear Gaussianassumptionswe made, this recursive
formula is known as the Kalmanfilter, and its derivationfor our simple
examplesystemis developedin the Appendix.
The Kalman filter first updatesthe estimateand variancefrom the
previous time step accordingto how the state of the environmentis
likely to have evolved given the assumeddynamicsof w. Note that in
our caseonly the varianceis updated,since our model assumesthat W

Figure 2. A graphical representationof the causalrelationshipsimplied by Eq.
(7) and (8).
The stateat time t, WI,is assumedto drift over time, which is representedby
the horizontal arrow linking states at subsequenttime steps. The sensory
obs~rvationsY' are assumedto dependon the state,as indicatedby the vertical
arrows.
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follows a random walk, and there is hence no information on how w is
likely to develop in the absenceof sensory feedback:
A

Wt-E

=Wt-l;
A

A2

O't-E

=O't-1 + O'w
A2

2

(12)

where Wt-E is the prior estimate, or prediction, before new sensory
input becomes available and O',2-Eis the associated uncertainty as
measured by the variance of the of the prior distribution (see Appendix).
Second, the estimate and the associated uncertainty are updated to
account for the newly arrived sensory feedback:
Wt= W'-E+ Kt (Yt -Wt-E)

(13)

0';=O't~E'(1-Kt)

(14)

The Kalman gain K, defined according to Eq. (20) in the Appendix,
determines how much an individual instances of sensory feedback influence the estimate of the underlying W:
2

Kt

=~

O"y+O",-.

(15)

These equations also make senseintuitively. The updating step in Eq.
(12) always increases the uncertainty in the estimate, which is reasonable, since W has evolved randomly since the last observation. On the
other hand, observing any sensory data (even with a very large variance)
will always reduce the variance of the estimate (see Eq. (14», and
conversely, the variance of the estimate can never be larger than the
variance of the sensory feedback (see Eq. (19». The Kalman gain
determines how much an individual instance of feedback influences the
estimate, and hence sets the time scale over which sensory inputs are
averaged. If the sensory feedback is very noisy relative to the uncertainty in the estimate, the Kalman filter averages over many time steps,
reducing the noise. If on the other hand the feedback is relatively reliable, then larger changes to the estimate are made at each time step,
resulting in a faster response of the estimator to changesin the environment. If no sensory feedback is available (equivalent to setting O'y2
-700)
the Kalman gain becomes zero and the only effect of the recursive
update is to increase the uncertainty in the estimate due to the drift in the
state of the environment.
The above procedure for optimal estimation is a special case of the
Kalman filter for our assumption of a very simple dynamical system for
w. In general the Kalman filter is applicable to any linear system (with
arbitrary number of state variables) with Gaussian noise, .and its deriva-
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tion is along the same lines as presentedhere, using vectors and
matricesto representthe statevariablesand their dynamics(Goodwin&
Sin, 1984).For the casesof non-lineardynamicsthe systemcan be linearized around the previous estimate,resulting in the extendedKalman
filter that, althoughnot guaranteedto perform optimally, is generallya
good approximation for systems with benign non-linearities. In an
interestingexample,Singhal and Wu (1989) have applied the extended
Kalman filter to learningnon-linearproblemsusing a multi-layer neural
network; this resultedin superiorlearningperformancewhen compared
to standardback-propagation
algorithms.In this settingthe Kalmanfilter
can be seenas a way of finding the optimal learningratesfor the neural
network.
Although the Kalmanfilter usesthe simplifying assumptionsof linear
dynamics and Gaussiannoise, the principle of recursively applying
Bayesrule (Eq. (10) and (11» to optimally infer propertiesof the environment applies to arbitrary systems.It is however important to note
that any optimal estimationprocedurecan only be said to be optimal
given the knowledgeof - and the assumptionsaboutthe systemin question. As a result, it is crucially important to choosean appropriate
modelfor the desiredlevel of description.

Integrating contextual and temporal information
In the previoussectionwe havederivedthe Kalmanfilter for a simple
systemunderlying adaptationto a randomly changing,noisy environment. However, daily experienceteachesus that we do not solely integrate past experienceto determine our motor actions. Much to the
contrary, in order to be able to interact with many different objectsand
environments,we must make efficient use of contex1iIalinformation
other than sensoryfeedbackdirectly related to our action. When stepping on an escalator,for example, the context of seeingthe escalator
allows us to be preparedto step onto it. In fact, if the escalatoris actually not moving, we experiencea sensationof "surprise" for a short
moment(Reynolds& Bronstein,2001).
Fortunately, the Bayesianframewor~we usedto derive the Kalman
filter is easily extendedto include context as an additionalsourceof information. Considerthe graphical model representedin Figure 3. The
arrows indicatecausalrelationshipsbetweenthe variables,and the grey
.
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shading indicates that again w is a hidden parameter we want to estimate. In addition to sensory feedback y, we now have additional contextual information C helping us to infer the distribution of w. The
graph can be summarized to mean that the object or environment associated with the hidden parameter w causesthe sensationy, while the setting of the parameter depends on the context C. In the previous section
we showed how Bayes rule can be used to infer an estimate of the state
of the environment from information contained in the entire history of
sensory feedback. Now we assume that we have access to contextual
cues C, which give us direct information on the hidden parameter w.
Using the fact that under this model sensory feedback Yt depends solely
on the current hidden state Wt and that Wt depends only on past sensory
feedback and context, we get:
P(Wt

I Yt...O,Ct...o)

oc

P(yt

I Wt,Yt-J...O,Ct...o). P(Wt-ll

Yt-l...0,Ct...o)

= P(yt I wr) . P(Wtl Yt-l...0,Ct...o)

Unless we have a model of how the context and previous sensory
experience interact to determine the hidden parameter, we cannot simplify this expression further. Fortunately it is often a good assumption
that the influences of context and previous experience are independent.
Consider, for example, the situation where the context indicates directly
the nature of an object (and hence the likely value of w) by the feel of

Figure 3. An extensionto the model in Figure 2, wherecontextaffectsthe state
at each time step. In this view the context determinesa distribution over
possiblestates,which is combinedwith sensoryfeedbackonli(le.
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holding it in the hand. If we now pick up many such objects, the contextual cue indicates the nature of the object, independent of which object was picked up before. A possible counterexample in which context
and previous experience interact would be a somewhat abstract cue indicating that the object will not change for some time.
Assuming that the influences of current context and past experience
are indeed conditionally independent, i.e.,

I

P(Wt Yt-l...O,Ct...o)oc P(Wt

I Ct) . P(Wtl Yt-l...O,Ct-l...O)

we get the posterior probability in terms of three factors:

P (w,YI ...0' CI..0 )oc
I

[~~~
cutTent
context

. ~i~~J~ . [~J!-~!!..:.5~~
cutTent sensory
feedback

( 16)

integrnted pas!
experience

This expression for the posterior probability of Wt can be interpreted by
picturing that both the current context and the integrated past experience
are trying to wield their influence over the sensory feedback which had
just been received. If, for simplicity, we assumethat the distributions P
are single-peaked (such as a Gaussian), then if the context is more informative of the setting of w, the distribution of W given the context (the
first factor in Eq. (16» will be narrower than the distribution given the
previous experience (the last factor in Eq. (16». When the distribution
of the current sensory feedback (the middle factor in Eq. (16» is multiplied by the two other factors, the location of its peak is more strongly
attracted by the higher, narrower peak, as illustrated by Figure 4.
This way of combining different sources of information can explain
why some form of contextual information can be very effective while
others are ignored (see next section): if the motor system does not have
an informative model P(WtI Ct) of how the context affects relevant parameters, i.e., P(WtI Ct) is flat and not particularly peaked on any value
of w, then the context will have no or only very little influence on the
final estimate of w. For example, the color of an object would not ordinarily be an informative context for the object's mass, whereas the size
would be.
While the Gaussian assumption is plausible for the noise sources
modeled by the Kalman filter, when considering contextual information,
it might often be necessary to allow a multi-modal distribution of states
given the context (P(wtl Ct) in Eq. (16», for example, to represent a
context in which we interact with one of two objects. Figure 5a-c
illustrates that when the posterior distribution over states is calculated by

,
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combining a unimodal distribution (e.g., an estimate of the state based
purely on sensory feedback) with a bimodal distribution representing the
context, the result is not necessarily symmetric with respect to the MAP
estimate. In this case the MAP estimate does not coincide with the least
squaresestimate (black and gray dots in Fig. 5).
In designing an estimator for this kind of bimodal problem, one has
to consider which method to use to map the knowledge of the statistics
of the world (contained in the posterior distribution over states) to an
estimate which can be used to execute an action. This amounts to selecting one of two strategies: using the MAP estimate in the example illustrated in Figure 5c is equivalent to a switching strategy, since the
estimate will always be jumping to the higher peak of the bimodal posterior. On the other hand, using the least square estimate is equivalent to

Context
dominates
resultin
g I
esimateI

\

Sensory feedback
dominates
context

II

I
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I
1\
II
II

i

I
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I
I

\,I

I
I
I
I
"

w

-

P(ylw)

---

P( w I y, C)

w

-

P(wl C)

Figure 4. An exampleof how sensoryfeedbackand contextualinformationare
combined.
If the uncertainty associatedwith sensoryfeedbackis laI:gecomparedto the
contextualinformation (i.e., P(y Iw) is broader than P(wl C); left panel) then
the resulting estimatedis dominatedby the contextualinformation, and vice
versa (right panel). The graphs also demonstratethat the distribution of the
resulting estimateis always narrower than eachof the contributing sourcesof
information, or in other words, adding even vague information reducesthe
overall uncertainty.
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a weighting strategy corresponding to the full Bayesian treatment that
minimizes a loss function (here the squared error) under the posterior
distribution over states.

THE ROLE OF EXTERNAL CONTEXT FOR THE CONTROL
OF MULTIPLE DYNAMICAL SETTINGS'
When subjects learn to make reaching movements using a robotic
manipulandum that produces velocity dependent force field, the movements are initially curved, but recover their initial shape after some
practice (Shadmehr & Mussa-Ivaldi, 1994). If subjects subsequently are
asked to make reaching movement in a force field which is the opposite
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w
C

w
D

~W
-

w
P(wly,C)

,..,

---

P( Y I w )

-

,

w
P(yIC)
Squared error

Figure 5. MAP and least squareestimatedo not necessarilycoincide.
A-C: The distribution over sensoryfeedback(dashedline) is combinedwith a
bimodal distribution containing contextualinformation (dotted lines) to give a
probability distribution over w given sensoryfeedbackand the context (solid
lines). For progressivelybroader distributionsover sensoryfeedbackfrom A
to C, the resulting combineddistribution becomesmore bimodal, and as a consequenceMAP (black dot) and least square(gray dot) estimatesmove apart.
The gray line showsthe expectedsquaredestimationerror. D: If all sourcesof
information are Gaussian,MAP and leastsquareestimatealwayscqincide.
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of the first one, interference occurs between the two force fields
(Brashers-Krug, Shadmehr, & Bizzi, 1996; Shadmehr & Holcomb,
1997): the learning of the second field is impaired, as compared to the
initial acquisition of the first one, and learning the second field infers
with the later recall of the first one. However, if a sufficient amount of
time passes between the presentations of the two force fields (5-6
hours), there is no interference effect and the memory of the first field is
spared. In other words, the controller for the first field some is somehow consolidated in memory. Moreover, this consolidation process can
be correlated with metabolic changes in the brain (Nezafat, Shadmehr &
Holcomb, 2001; Shadmehr & Holcomb, 1999; Shadmehr & Holcomb,
1997). In our framework this might be interpreted to suggest that learning of an estimate of the perturbation from sensory feedback is taking
place in working memory, while storing the association between a given
context and the perturbation P(w I C) is a slower process requiring a
period of consolidation. The functional imaging results support the idea
that these two different sources of information might be stored in different parts of the brain. In this view, interference occurs because the
online estimation process simply averages over past experience, while
consolidation allows knowledge of the perturbation to be stored as a
context dependent mapping from sensations(e.g., a force pushing to the
right) to the correct setting of the controller.
The results of the above experiments show that multiple dynamic objects can be learned, if they are well separatedin time and this raises the
question what other contextual cues can be used to store controllers for
multiple dynamic environment. While it seemsobvious that in daily life
the use of contextual information is crucial for successful interaction
with our environment; the above observations raise the question of
which kind of contextual information can be meaningful to the motor
system. Gandolfo and colleagues (Gandolfo et al., 1996) observed th~t
two opposed force-fields could be learned without interference if a different posture of the arm was used for each force field. After training,
movements in the absenceof the force fields resulted in posture specific
aftereffects, indicating that a different controller was' associated with
each posture. However, this was only true for a postural change that involved jQints participating in the movement - changing the posture of
the thumb gripping the manipulandum did not have this effect. Similarly
no effect was observed when the color of the room lighting was correlated with the force field.
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These results can be described parsimoniously by postulating that
adaptation is to some degree localized in state space (joint angles or
workspace position and velocity). This interpretation implies that the
motor system was unable to use the kind of cues presented in the above
studies for the control of dynamic objects and this seems to be in conflict with our daily experience, where we interact with many objects
based on visual, haptic, and other sensory feedback. However, in real
life, the motor system might rely on a coincidence of many consistent
sensory instances to define an object or environment, e.g., visual appearance, as well as the "feel" of a tennis racket, so that the simple kind
of contextual information provided in the experiments is simply too uninformative. In the formalism we developed above, this correspond to a
flat probability distribution P(w IC) over adaptive states given the context of, e.g., room lighting. In fact it would be rather surprising to find
any strong effects of such artificial contexts - the motor system has a
whole lifetime of exposure to naturally occurring contextual information, so that it is not surprising that arbitrary associations, such as the
association between the color of room lighting and the dynamical properties of a manipulated object, should be hard to learn.

CONTROL OF MOVEMENTS IN TIME- VARYING
ENVIRONMENTS
The Bayesian framework put forward in this paper tells us how feedback should be integrated over time to optimally infer a controller for
noisy and time-varying environments or objects. Control in such environments has been studied experimentally for both "prism adaptation
paradigms" involving kinematic perturbations of visual feedback, as
well as force-field adaptation paradigms which perturb the dynamic
properties of a manipulated object.

Adaptation to kinematic perturbations
How does the internal estimate of a visual perturbation depend on the
availability of visual feedback? To address this question, Vetter and
Wolpert (2000b) asked subjects to make.reaching movements to a visual
target. After an initial learning phase, when subjects experienced a ran-
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dom sequence
of two visual perturbations, they were tested with either
no visual feedback or brief instances of feedback. Their results can be
summarized as showing that in the absenceof visual feedback, the motor
system had a prior estimate of the perturbation given the context of the
experimental setting, which was the average of the two perturbations in
the learning phase. Incidentally, this suggests that the motor system
averages over all possible context instead of using a MAP estimate, as
discussed above. Furthermore, the effect of feedback on the estimate of
the perturbation, as measured by the position of the endpoint of the
movement was larger if feedback was given later on in the movement.
Although this result is seemingly paradoxical, since receiving feedback
earlier leaves more .time for the movement to be updated, it is naturally
explained by our estimation framework, which assumesthat sources of
information are weighted by a measure of their certainty: in the absence
of sensory feedback, the uncertainty in the feedback-based estimate
grows with time according to Eq. (8) and (12); consequently estimates
based on later instance of feedback will have lower uncertainty at the
end of the movement and will hence be weighted more strongly.
The results in the previous paragraph suggest that internal estimates
of the environment are updated, even in the absence of sensory feedback, as suggested by Eq. (8). Another experiment in the same paper
illustrates this point further: if subjectsmakereachingmovementswith
either veridical visual feedback or feedback translated relative to the
hand position, then the hand position does not decay to baseline when
feedback is removed for a number of reaches. Instead it converges to the
average of the veridical and perturbed hand positions. Again this can be
explained by the increasing uncertainty in the absenceof the visual feedback, so that the context based information (equal amounts of veridical
and translated trials) dominates. Vetter and Wolpert model this prior
knowledge implicitly by assuming a process switching between two
discrete, modules (one for each context), each with a prior probability of
0.5. However, the data are equally well explained by a non-modular
model of sensory and contextual integration of the form of Eq. (16): as
feedback is removed, the uncertainty associatedwith the feedback based
estimate increases, so that the final estimate is eventually dominated by
the contextual information. The context could either be represented as a
Gaussian centered on the average translation, or a bimodal distribution
with a lobe at both the veridical and translated settings (see Fig. 5c,d).
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Most of the models in this paper assume that the CNS has a very
simple random walk model (Eq. (8)) of how the world evolves. This
raises two questions: First, in an environment which is well described
by this model, how close to the optimal estimator (the Kalman filter
given by Eq. (13), (14), and (15)) is human performance? Ingram (1999)
shows that human subjects perform very close to the ideal estimator in a
reaching task with randomly drifting displacements of the visual feedback of the endpoint. She found that subjects were able to use up to 80
percent of the information contained in the sequence of displacements.
Second, is the motor system limited to a random walk model (Eq. (8)) in
estimating the evolution of a given context? ,Using a tracking task,
Vetter and Wolpert (20OOa)provide evidence that the CNS can at least
model a constant rate of change when exposed to a slow, sinusoidally
varying visual perturbation.

Adaptation to dynamic perturbations
The visual perturbation experiments discussed in the previous section
rely on the fact that for a purely visual task, sensory feedback can easily
be manipulated. Interpretation of these experiments relies on the idea
that, since there is no mechanical interaction with the movement, the
endpoint of the movement is a good indicator of the internal estimate, or
model, of the perturbation. Wolpert and colleagues used an elegant
"trick" to extend this idea to dynamic perturbations (Wolpert,
Ghahramani, & Jordan, 1995) by asking the subjects to estimate the
position of their hand after making a movement in the dark. A Kalman
filter model similar to the one described in this paper accurately predicted the changes in the bias and variance of the estimate of hand position, both as a function of movement direction and externally applied
forces.
However, here we are not interested in how the motor system forms
an internal estimate of its own state, but the related question of how an
internal estimate of the dynamics of an environment or object is formed
and used for control. In that case it is impossible (at least in healthy subjects) to directly dissociate the mechanical perturbations applied to the
hand from the feedback received by the mofor system, as proprioceptive
sensory feedback will always be pre~ent. While catch trials, where the
external perturbation is unexpectedly removed, can give an indication of
/
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the internal estimate the motor system has formed about the environment, the interpretation can be confounded by the continuous presence
of feedback. Nevertheless recent experiments on non-stationary force
fields have provided some results relevant to the proposed estimation
problem. We will discuss these findings in the light of a system identification perspective.
When subjects made reaching movements while exposed to a velocity
dependent force-field with a magnitude that varied randomly from one
trial to the next, the effect of the perturbation on the movements decreased during the experiment (Scheidt et al., 2001; Takahashi et al.,
2001). This suggests that subjects were able to adapt to the force fields,
in spite of their J:andomnature. Both studies found that subjects showed
an adaptive state appropriate for the average magnitude of the force
field, even when the force-field magnitude had a bimodal distribution
and the average magnitude field was never experienced (Scheidt et al.,
2001). Scheidt and colleagues also found a dependenceof performance
on the force field experienced on the previous trials, indicating that a
estimate of the force field is based on previous experience, as previously
shown for a single, fixed force field (Thoroughman & Shadmehr, 2000).
Unfortunately, both these results are consistent with any learning rule
based on incremental updates as new sensory data becomes available,
which would result in the reported averaging characteristics, as well as
the dependenceon previous experience.
However, Takahashi and colleagues (200 1) observed that while catch
trials were curved in the direction opposite to the force field (indicating
that an internal estimate of the force was indeed formed), this curvature
was smaller for catch trials following exposure to the random field than
for catch trials following a fixed force field with a magnitude equal to
the average magnitude of the randomly varying one. They interpreted
this finding as evidence for a dual control mechanism: an estimation
based controller compensating for the average perturbation, in combination with low-level impedance control by regulating muscle-cocontraction. While stiffness regulation surely forms an important part of the
control strategies available to the human motor system, these experimental findings are parsimoniously explained by the Kalman filter
model: for the fixed force field, the Kalman gain will be small because
the estimate based on previous experience is very reliable. In the more
variable, random condition, the Kalman gain would be increased because of the increased uncertainty associated with the e.stimate, giving
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higher weight to online feedback.As a result, the absenceof the force
on catchtrials is detectedearlier in the trial and the resultingmovement
is less curved. Although both the co-contractionand the Kalman filter
hypothesiscan explain the decreasedmagnitudeof the catch trials, the
experimentdiscussedin the next paragraphsupportsthe latter.
The studiesdiscussedin the previoussectionshow that in the caseof
adaptationto a randomly switching force field, movementsare consistent with adaptationto the averageof the experiencedforces. This suggeststhat in the casewhenthe averageperturbationis zero no adaptation
occurs. This idea was testedby Korenbergand Ghahramani(2002), by
investigatingreachingmovementsin a force field switchingbetweentwo
opposeddirections. They studiedboth a random sequenceof the two
force fields, as well as a predictablesequence,switching the force on
every trial. All but two (out of a total of 28) subjectswere unableto use
the information containedin the predictablesequenceto compensate
for
the force-field, which was evident from the fact that catchtrials where
only slightly curved and that therewas no significantdifferencebetween
randomand predictablesequences.Furthermore,the small curvatureof
catch trials was oppositeto the direction of the previously experienced
(as opposedto one predicted by the sequence),indicating a residual
adaptationto the previously experiencedforce field. This indicatesthat
in nearly all of the subjects,adaptationwas purely basedon previous
experience,evenif the perturbationwas completelypredictablefrom the
precedingtrial.
In spite of the absenceof feedforwardadaptation,the reachingmovements becamesignificantly straighterduring the experimentand, consistentwith the results by Takahashiand colleagues(2001), the bias of
catch trials decreased.However, Korenberg and Ghahramani(2002)
found additionalchangesto the patternof reachingmovements,that support the hypothesisthat the CNS indeed integratessensoryfeedback
according to the estimation model in Eq. (13)-(15). The underlying
assumptionis that since sequenceinformation is not used,the switching
force field is interpretedas a rapidly drifting environment,and hence
sensoryfeedbackis given a greaterweight. This makesthe prediction
that feedbackshould affect the ongoing movementprogressivelymore,
and that movementvariability should increase,due to the reducedtime
scaleof averaging.
To test the effect of feedbackon the ongoing movement,Korenberg
and Ghahramaniintroduced a novel type of catch trial for. which the
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force was removed only after the movement started and found an increasing response to the resulting small force pulse at the beginning of
the movement, as predicted by the model. This increasing feedback
response suggests that increasing co-contraction is unlikely to explain
the changes in reaching movements, since increased co-contraction
could be expected to lead to higher limb impedance. In addition, the
variability of catch trials was increased more than 10 fold with respect
to baseline movements although both types of movements have exactly
the same dynamic context (i.e., forces are switched off). This is consistent with the second prediction of the model that everything else being
equal, the variability of movements should increase as a result of the
exposure to a switching force field environment.
In summary, the switching force field experiments have two main
conclusions. Consistent with the difficulty in associating a force field
with an abstract cue (e.g., room lighting), the information contained in a
simple, predictable sequenceof opposed force fields could not be used
to learn both fields simultaneously. Instead performance was not significantly different if a random sequencewas used. The behavior was consistent with an adaptive mechanism based on online averaging of sensory
information, as in the case of a fixed force field (Thoroughman &
Shadmehr, 2000) or a force field with randomly varying magnitude, but
fixed direction (Scheidt et al., 2001; Takahashi et al., 2001). However,
in the case (>ftwo opposed force fields, adaptation to one field interferes
with performance when moving in the other field. Under these circumstances, the influence of previous trials decreases, while the effect of
feedback online increases. These findings are parsimoniously explained
by the integration model proposed in this paper, assuming that the motor
system approximates the switching force field environment by a rapidly
drifting one.

CONCLUSION
We have presented a new point of view for the analysis of motor
learning which explicitly takes into account the uncertainty inherent in
the sensory feedback and the controlled object. The key idea is to treat
motor learning as the problem of inferring the parameters of the control
system from noisy observations and contextual information. In this
framework Bayesian theory is used to optimally combine these different
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noise, this approachresults in the Kalman filter, which is the optimal
estimatorundertheseassumptions.
We basedour discussionon an extremelysimplified linear system,as
our goal was to illustrate the basic idea of how uncertaintyin sensory
feedbackand the controlledenvironmentleadsto constraintson the efficient useof thesesourcesof information. Using sucha simplified model
necessarilymeans renouncing the ambition to explain many experimental results in great detail, for example, details of movementtrajectories. In fact by limiting the complexity of the model, we explicitly
ignore details of the motor systemin order to concentrateon the underlying principle of optimal probabilistic inferenceas a unifying explanation for a numberof experimentalobservationsrelating to adaptationin
non-stationaryenvironments.Ratherthan explainingthe details of each
of the experimentsdiscussedin this paper, the aim of the model is to
point out and explain the communalities.Sucha review of experimental
work in the light of an abstract model is necessarilyincomplete,
althoughwe have included all experimentalwork relevantto the computationalmodelling of adaptationto non-stationaryenvironmentthat we
are aware of. Likewise, our model is not comprehensiveof all possible
reactionsof the motor system in the face of non-stationaryenvironments, as it completely ignores, for example,any high-level cognitive
influences.
We used a very simple randomwalk model of how the environment
might changeover time. Consideringthat a large amountof the uncertainty arises from the motor system itself (e.g., neuro-motornoise,
fatiguing muscles, miscalibrationof visuomotor maps), modelling the
controlled environmentas randomly drifting might actually be a close
approximationto the reality the motor systemhas to deal with. In fact,
when subjectsare exposedto a visual perturbationwith sucha drifting
behavior, the resulting behavior is close to optimal in the sensethat
most of the informjition availablein the random sequence
'of perturbations is used(Ingratb, 1999).
On the other handin the switchingforce-field experiment(Korenberg
& Ghahramani,2002), subjectsacted far from optimal by completely
discardingthe information availablefrom the predictablealternationof
force-fields.The key to understandingthis discrepancymight be to consider the ecological environmentthat the motor systemhas evolved to
master.In order to be able to rapidly adaptits behaviorto the environ-
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ment based on limited, noisy data, the motor systemhas used prior
knowledgeof the statisticalstructureof the world. Real world objects
simply do not switch in predictablesequencesand without associated
sensorycues; it therefore seemsplausiblethat artificial environmentof
this kind could be interpretedto be drifting rapidly instead.
A classicexperimentin animal conditioningof tasteaversionunderlines the importanceof the animal's prior assumptionsin how it interprets contextualinformation. If a rat was given a combinedconditioned
stimulus of sugar water, light and sound, and then madeto feel sick,
only the tasteof the sugarwater resultedin aversivebehavior.However,
if an electric shockwas usedas unconditionedstimulus,it becameassociated with the light and sound(Garcia& Koelling, 1966)and not with
the sugarwater. The associationsthe rat formed were determinedby the
set of naturally occurring associations- sicknessbeing associatedwith
taste (e.g., from ingesting poisonedfood) and pain with an external
event. Similarly, while the human animal readily uses many types of
contextual cues to interact with the world, the force field adaptation
studiesdiscussedherehaveshownthat non-ecologicalcuessuchas room
lighting or predictableswitchingsequences
are not easilyassociated
with
behaviorswhich are otherwiseeasilylearned.

RESUME
L 'adaptabilite du systememoteur a des perturbationsvisuelles ou
mecaniquesa ete clairementdemontreepar desexperiencesd' adaptation
a des decalagesprismatiquesde la scenevisuelle, ou par I' adaptationa
des champsde force produits par un manipulandumrobotise. Bien que
ces experiencesaient demontrela remarquableadaptabilitedu systeme
moteur, dans Ie monde reel, Ie systemeadaptatifdoit tenir comptede
l'incertitude inherentea l'environnementavec lequel il interagit. Deux
sourcesd'incertitudedoiventetre considerees: l'incertitude associeeaux
retro-actionssensorielleset I' incertitudeprovenantdu fait que I' environnementpeut changer.Ces differentessortesd' incertitudeproduisentdes
contraintessur la fa~on dont les informations sensorielleset contextuelles doivent etre integreesdans Ie temps afin de mettre a jour de
fa~on optimale un systemede contr6le adaptatif. Nous considerons
I' adaptationmotrice cornme un probleme d' identifica~ionde systeme
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inferant un modele interne de I' environnementa partir d' observations
bruitees, en nons basant sur l'exemple d'un systeme lineaire simple, et
en etendant cette idee afin d' inclure l' information contextuelle. La
theorie Bayesienne fournit un cadre dans lequel de telles sources incertaines d'information peuvent etre integrees de fa~on optimale. Nous
discutons brievement leg resultats experimentaux en termes de role de
l' information contextuelle sur l' adaptation a des charges dynamiques et
nons passons en revue un certain nombre d'experiences recentes qui

abordentexplicitementIe theme de l' adaptationa des environnements
bruites et variant en fonction du temps.
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BAYES RULE

Considertwo eventsA (e.g., "it rained") and B (e.g., "the ground is wet")
occurring with probabilities P(A) and P(B). If the two events are not independent,then given that A occurredwe get a different probability P(B IA) for
observingB. P(BIA) (i.e., the probability that the ground is wet, given that it
rained) is called the conditionalprobability of B given A, and similarly we can
define the probability of P(A IB) (i.e., the probability that it rained, give~ that

the ground is wet). The joint probability of both A and B (i.e., wet groundand
rain) occurring is given by:
P(A,B) = P(A). P(BI A) = P(B). P(A I B)
Let's supposewe observeB but are really interestedin knowing how probable
A is given that we observedB. To do this inference,we can use Bayesrule,
which follows straight from the aboveexpressionfor thejoint probability:
P(A IB) = P(BI A). P(A)
P(B)
In this context, P(B IA) is called the likelihood of observingB, P(A) is the
prior and P(A IB) is the posteriorprobability over A. The sameargumentholds
if the Ps are probability distributions over the random variablesA and B. In

that case P(B) is a constant with respect to A, ensuring that J P(A I B)dA = 1,
as required for a probability distribution. If we are only interested in the shape
of P(A IB), than we do not need to be concernedwith this normalization
constantand can use
P(A IB)oc P(BI A). P(A)

APPENDIX

- A SIMPLE

KALMAN

FILTER

This appendix derives the Kalman filter for the optimal estimate given the

assumptionsof linear dynamics(in fact a random walk) and Gaussian noise.
The derivation reads on from Eq. (11) and results in the update equations (12),
(13) and (14). Given the assumptions of linear dynamics and Gaussian noise
for the evolution of w (Eq. (8», the prior distribution P( WI YI-I...O)is also a
Gaussian: Since we assume that w follows a random walk with no consistent
trend, P( wI I YI-I...O) is also a Gaussian with the same mean and increased
variance as comparedto P( WI-I I YI-l...O)
. To indicate that the prior is in fact
the distribution representingour knowledge about w just before the current

I

measurementis takeninto account,we use the time index t-E:
P(Wt

I Yt-l...0)

IJ.t-E= IJ.t-l;

- N(lJ.t-E'oz,-E);

O:-E= 0:-1 + ~

(17)
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The sensory feedback is given by the state of the world corrupted by
Gaussiannoise and we thereforealso get a Gaussian(centeredon wand with
variancegiven by the feedbacknoise) for the likelihood of observinga given
sensationy:
P(yt Wt) - N(Wt,dy)
(18)

I

Since the posterior probability P(Wt I Yt...O),which we are interestedin, is
simply the product of two Gaussians( Eq. (17) and Eq. (18», it is also a
Gaussian,centeredon the averageof the individual centersweightedby the
inverseof the respectivevariancesand with a varianceequal to the geometric
meanof the individual variances:

P(WtIYt...o) 9I{: (,ut'O";)
- !u,z-£.,u'-E+ /u; . Y,.
,u,, V 2 - V 2 + V2
V2

+ V2

/CT,

/CT,-£

(19)

/CTy

/ CT,-£ / CT,

How do we extract an estimateof Wt from the posterior distribution?One
possibility is to simply pick the value of Wtfor which the posteriorprobability
is maximized (MAP estimate), i.e., the mean of the distribution in the
Gaussiancase.Alternatively we could seekto minimize the estimationerror. If
we choosethe squaredestimationerror as a cost function, it is easy to show
that the resulting (least square)estimateis again the mean of the posterior
distribution. Although in the Gaussiancase(and in fact for any unimodaldistribution centeredon its mean)the MAP and least squareestimatescoincide,
this is not generallythe case.
By equatingthe estimate w with the mean.u ~f the posteriorand rewriting
Eq. (19) as
,u,

-

CT,-£
2

-,u'-E+~(,ut-l-Y')'

.

2

0",

-- (1-~CT,-£ )O"'-E
2
2

(20)

we obtain a recursive procedurefor calculatingthe optimal estimate w of W
and the associateduncertainty,as measuredby the variancein W, 6'2. Using
the definition of the Kalmangain in Eq. (15) result in the updateequationsEq.
(12), (13), and (14).
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